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● Galactic Observations of Terahertz C+
→ 1.9 Thz (158μm)
● C II is a density and temperature sensitive 
probe of diffuse clouds and PDRs
● Herschel is able to reveal individual cloud 
components














Cloud Type by Composition
  
CO Dark Gas
(Abel et al. 2005)
  
GOTC+: CO Dark Gas in 
Spiral Arms
(Velusamy et al. 2015)
  
GOTC+: Emission Indicators








GOTC+:  Velocity Distribution of 
Tracers in Emission



















Species in Absorption 











(Federman et al. 1994)
  
Summary
● GOTC+ / Optical Statistics







GOTC+: Cloud Type by 
Av  and FUV
(Velusamy et al. 2010)
  
  
  
  
  
  
